LightDock goes information-driven.
The use of experimental information has been demonstrated to increase the success rate of computational macromolecular docking. Many methods use information to post-filter the simulation output while others drive the simulation based on experimental restraints, which can become problematic for more complex scenarios such as multiple binding interfaces. We present a novel method for including interface information into protein docking simulations within the LightDock framework. Prior to the simulation, irrelevant regions from the receptor are excluded for sampling (filter of initial swarms) and initial ligand poses are pre-oriented based on ligand input information. We demonstrate the applicability of this approach on the new 55 cases of the Protein-Protein Docking Benchmark 5, using different amounts of information. Even with incomplete or incorrect information, a significant improvement in performance is obtained compared to blind ab initio docking. The software is supported and freely available from https://github.com/brianjimenez/lightdock and analysis data from https://github.com/brianjimenez/lightdock_bm5. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.